1 What are some of the symptoms of the recent coronavirus?

2 What part of the body does it affect?

3 How can you prevent infection?

4 How do experts believe the coronavirus is transmitted?

5 What are common sources of coronaviruses?

Answer the questions.

Coronavirus 2020

Match the vocabulary to the pictures. More than one word may match each item.
Answers

1 sources of bacterial infections
2 coronavirus
3 symptoms (coughing and fever)
4 prevent infection
5 immunity
6 global travel
7 spread (transmission) from person to person
8 get a vaccine
9 find a cure
10 global outbreak
11 diagnostic test
12 respiratory system
13 transmit disease

1 Coughing and fever are the most prominent symptoms.
2 It affects the respiratory system.
3 Wash your hands regularly and wear a face mask.
4 They believe it is transmitted through the air by coughing and sneezing.
5 Plants and animals, particularly wild animals including bats and snakes.